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Inverterless High-Power Interior Permanent-Magnet
Automotive Alternator
Wen L. Soong, Member, IEEE, and Nesimi Ertugrul, Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper describes a high-power brushless interior
permanent-magnet (PM) automotive alternator which does not use
an inverter. The “inverterless” alternator is designed with a high
back electromotive force voltage and high reactance, and acts as a
constant current source over much of its wide constant power oper-
ating speed range. In this configuration, a switched-mode rectifier
can be used to regulate the dc output voltage and current, which
avoids the complexity and high cost of an inverter. An analysis of
the modeling and performance of interior PM machines in this in-
verterless topology is described. Experimental results showing an
outstanding constant power speed range are presented for a 6-kW
concept demonstrator machine tested using a three-phase resistive
load to simulate inverterless operation.
Index Terms—Automotive alternators, field weakening, interior
permanent-magnet (PM) machines, switched-mode rectifiers.
I. INTRODUCTION
CONVENTIONAL car alternators are based on a three-phase (3-ph) Lundell-type wound-field synchronous alter-
nator with a 3-ph rectifier [see Fig. 1(a)]. The output voltage is
regulated by adjusting the field current. These alternators are
simple and low in cost (production cost about US$75) [1]. They
are, however, limited in output power to about 1–2 kW [see
Fig. 2(a)] due to scalability and efficiency issues. Other limi-
tations include low output power at idle speeds, high transient
load-dump overvoltages (up to 80 V), and brush life.
A. High-Power Alternator Requirements
Proposed new features in cars, such as electromechanical
valves and active suspension systems, will increase the auxil-
iary electric power consumption and, hence, require a higher
power alternator. It is predicted that in the near future the
electrical load on the alternator will increase to about 4–6 kW
in luxury cars [2]. This is in parallel with the proposal for a
new 42-V system voltage in cars.
An example output specification [1] for such a high-power
alternator is 4 kW at idle (600 r/min engine speed) rising linearly
to 6 kW at maximum speed (6000 r/min) as shown in Fig. 2(b).
This represents a challenging 10 : 1 constant power speed range.
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Fig. 1. (a) 3-ph rectifier. (b) Inverter drive. (c) Switched-mode rectifier.
Fig. 2. Alternator output power versus engine speed. (a) Conventional
alternator. (b) High-power alternator requirements. (c) Conventional alternator
with switched-mode rectifier (SMR).
Other requirements include high system efficiency (at least
75% at 3-kW output at cruising speed of 1800 r/min), low
system cost, a capability of safe overspeed operation to 10 000
r/min, and fast transient response to minimize load-dump
overvoltages. If a starting function is also incorporated into the
alternator, this should be capable of 150 N m of starting torque.
B. Inverter-Driven Alternators
The majority of the present research work has focused on
using a brushless inverter-driven machine [see Fig. 1(b)] acting
as both a starter and a high-power alternator, producing the
term “integrated starter/alternator” (ISA). An ISA represents
an attractive stepping stone to a hybrid vehicle. Researchers
have examined the implementation of an ISA using induction
machines, switched reluctance machines, surface permanent-
magnet (PM), and interior PM machines [1], [3]–[5].
The conventional alternator and starter have a total cost of
approximately US$100. An inverter-driven ISA is considerably
more expensive than this. This is largely due to the cost of the
inverter which can exceed the cost of the machine by a factor
of over 5 : 1. The estimated costs for an ISA system exceed
US$500 [5]. The high cost of the inverter is associated with the
number and ratings of the power electronic devices and their as-
sociated drivers, the complexity of high speed field-weakening
control, and the need for position and current sensors (or sen-
sorless algorithms).
0093-9994/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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Fig. 3. Alternator with different output loads. (a) 3-ph rectifier/resistive load.
(b) 3-ph resistive load. (c) 3-ph parallel resistive/capacitive load.
C. Switched-Mode Rectifiers With Conventional Alternators
For alternators based on PM machines it is possible to use a
3-ph switched-mode (or boost) rectifier [see Fig. 1(c)], instead
of an inverter. This has been used with surface PM machines
to produce a regulated output voltage which is greater than
the back electromotive force (EMF) voltage [6]. This topology
makes use of the small leakage reactance of the surface PM
machine to avoid the necessity for an external inductor.
Perreault [7], [8] has proposed a means for increasing the
available output power from a conventional Lundell alternator
by using a switched-mode rectifier to allow the alternator to
operate at its maximum output power point over a wide range of
speeds and yet still deliver a constant output voltage. Note that
conventional alternators have high synchronous reactances and
that the output voltage from the switched-mode rectifier in this
case can be either higher or lower than the back-EMF voltage.
Perreault’s results show a substantial output power improve-
ment at higher speeds [see Fig. 2(c)] compared with the con-
ventional rectifier, though it falls short of the high-power alter-
nator requirements. Despite this, his proposal is attractive as a
low-cost means for obtaining more output power from conven-
tional alternators. However, there are still remaining issues, with
limitations on the brushes, power output at idle speeds, and the
system efficiency.
D. Uncontrolled Generation
The proposed inverterless approach utilizes what was previ-
ously considered a fault mode of inverter-driven PM machines
called uncontrolled generation.
Consider an inverter-driven PM machine [see Fig. 1(b)] op-
erating as a motor at high speed where the induced back-EMF
voltages exceed the supply voltage. A controller fault occurs
which disables the inverter switches, leaving only the free-
wheeling diodes [see Fig. 1(a)]. The high back-EMF voltages
now cause the machine to act as a generator.
This situation is normally undesirable as the resultant high
generating currents could damage the machine or cause system
overvoltages if the dc bus is unable to absorb the regenerated
power. For this reason, it is considered desirable that the
back-EMF voltage of PM machines at maximum speed be kept
lower than the rated output voltage [9].
Uncontrolled generation was described initially by Adnanes
[10]. Later, Jahns et al. [9], [11] performed a detailed study
of this effect. They showed that for analysis purposes, the dc
voltage source in Fig. 1(a) could be approximated as a resistive
load [see Fig. 3(a)] and the configuration further simplified to a
3-ph resistive load [see Fig. 3(b)].
E. Inverterless Concept
The inverterless concept arose from research into means for
testing the field-weakening generating performance of interior
PM machines without an inverter. In an inverter-driven PM gen-
erator, the inverter effectively acts as a variable load impedance
(normally with leading power factor). Thus, at a particular speed
and generating load, the inverter can be replaced by a passive
load with the same equivalent resistance and capacitance [see
Fig. 3(c)]. Removing the capacitors yields the 3-ph resistive load
in Fig. 3(b) which Jahns has shown to be equivalent to uncon-
trolled generation.
The proposed inverterless concept is based on operating an
optimized interior PM machine with the switched-mode rectifier
arrangement used by Perreault. This avoids the complexity and
high cost of an inverter. It also eliminates the need for a position
sensor, minimizes the power electronic switch VA ratings, and
has simple control requirements. Note that in the inverterless
arrangement, ideally the switch will not see any more than the
rated dc output voltage and current.
The machine costs for the inverterless arrangement should
be comparable to inverter-driven machines; however, the cost
of the power electronics and control circuitry should be much
lower than for an inverter. Hence, the cost of an inverterless
system is expected to be closer to the conventional alternator
than to the inverter solution. The inverterless concept is thus
attractive as a low-cost stepping stone to produce a higher power
alternator for conventional cars.
Note that the inverterless interior PM machine cannot act as
a motor and, hence, would still require the conventional starter
motor (estimated cost US$25 [1]).
II. INVERTERLESS OPERATION OF INTERIOR PM MACHINES
An analysis of the performance and optimization of inverter-
less interior PM machines is described in this section.
A. Alternator Characteristics With Resistive Load
Based on the discussion in the previous section, a convenient
first step is to examine the performance of interior PM ma-
chines with a 3-ph resistive load. The output current and power
versus output voltage loci can be obtained by solving the inte-
rior PM machine’s steady-state equations for a variable resistive
load [9], [12]. Assuming a lossless, magnetically linear model,
it can be shown that when these curves are normalized to the
machine’s short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage, their
shape is not affected by speed and depend only on the machine’s
saliency ratio (see Fig. 4).
For a saliency ratio of unity, that is, a surface PM machine,
the machine equivalent circuit corresponds to a voltage source
with a series reactance. With a resistive load, this yields the
semicircular output current–voltage locus shown in Fig. 4. Max-
imum power occurs with an output current of about 70% of the
short-circuit current. Note that as the saliency ratio is increased
from unity, the maximum output power increases significantly.
For saliency ratios exceeding two, the curve develops an in-
creasing voltage overshoot, that is, the output voltage under load
can be higher than the open-circuit voltage. For instance, with
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Fig. 4. Ideal normalized current and power versus voltage loci for interior PM
machines with a 3-ph resistive load for saliency ratios of 1, 2, 4, and 8.
Fig. 5. Plot of current and power versus voltage curves for the concept
demonstrator machine at two speeds with a 3-ph resistive load. Calculated
results (lines) and experimental results (circles).
a saliency ratio of 8, at an output current of 0.5 pu, the output
voltage is about 50% higher than the open-circuit voltage. This
characteristic is responsible for the bistable or hysteresis effect
during uncontrolled generation which was observed by Jahns
[9]. For saliency ratios below 0.5 (not shown), a current over-
shoot occurs where the output current under load can exceed the
short-circuit current.
Fig. 5 shows a good correspondence between the calculated
and measured characteristics of the concept demonstrator in-
terior PM alternator (described in Section III) with a 3-ph re-
sistive load at two speeds. This machine has an unsaturated
saliency ratio of approximately 6. The calculated curve includes
the effect of stator resistance and magnetic saturation, which
has reduced the predicted voltage overshoot to about 10% com-
pared with over 30% which was expected from interpolating the
curves in Fig. 4. This reduction is largely due to the heavy mag-
netic saturation in this alternator (see Fig. 9).
It is interesting to consider how the shape of the cur-
rent–voltage loci shown in Fig. 5 varies with speed. The PM
flux causes the open-circuit voltage to be proportional to speed.
As the machine reactances are also proportional to speed, the
short-circuit current should, thus, be independent of speed
(ignoring stator resistance). If the back-EMF voltage is large
compared with the output voltage, then the output current
will not be significantly affected by speed and the alternator
acts like a constant current source. Thus, with a constant load
resistance, the output voltage will be relatively independent
of speed. This is an important point as it allows the machine
to deliver constant output current and voltage (hence, power)
over a wide speed range. Adding a rectifier converts the 3-ph
ac output into dc. An additional switch and diode produces
the switched-mode rectifier shown in Fig. 1(c) which allows
regulation of the output voltage.
Note that this constant current characteristic isopposite to “tra-
ditional” PM generators which normally act as voltage sources
whose output voltage is proportional to speed.
The switched-mode rectifier has two modes of operation.
At low speeds, the back-EMF voltage is lower than the output
voltage and the switched-mode rectifier acts as a form of boost
rectifier. At high speeds, the machine acts as a constant current
source and the duty cycle of the switch controls the output
current.
In order to fully utilize this constant current characteristic, the
machine should be designed with a back-EMF voltage which
is much larger than the rated output voltage, and a short-circuit
current which is equal to the rated output current. Consequently,
the machine should have both high back-EMF voltage and high
reactance. This is similar to the characteristics of the conven-
tional Lundell alternator used by Perreault. Note that making the
short-circuit current equal to the rated current has been shown
to give the best field-weakening performance in PM machines
[13], [14].
B. Normalization Procedure
The effect of the choice of the interior PM machine param-
eters on the output power versus speed characteristics under
both inverter and inverterless operation will now be examined.
A lossless, linear model will again be used and only machine
designs where the short-circuit current is equal to rated cur-
rent will be considered (henceforth referred to as optimal de-
signs). In other words, it is assumed that the magnet stator flux
linkage and the -axis inductance will be chosen so that
where is the rated current.
The two design parameters for optimal interior PM machines
which will be used in this analysis are the saliency ratio
(where is the -axis inductance), and the back-EMF
ratio .Theback-EMFratio is the ratioof theback-EMF
voltage at the ratedspeed , to the ratedvoltage . In
previous work [13], the rated speed was chosen to be the highest
speed at which rated torque could be produced; however, in this
paper the rated speed will be chosen to be the maximum speed in
the constant power speed range (CPSR).
Applying the above normalization yields the normalized
magnet flux linkage , normalized -axis inductance
and normalized -axis inductance . It
will be assumed that the rated machine output voltage and
current cannot be exceeded. Using these results, the output
power characteristics of optimal interior PM machines can
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Fig. 6. Output power versus speed characteristics for optimal surface PM
alternators as a function of the back-EMF ratio , under inverterless operation.
The corresponding back-EMF ratio for inverter operation is shown in brackets.
The high-power alternator requirement is also indicated.
now be calculated using the approach given in [13] for inverter
operation and in [9], [10], and [12] for inverterless operation.
C. Optimal Surface PM Machines
Fig. 6 shows the normalized output power versus speed char-
acteristics of surface PM machines (i.e., ) for various
back-EMF ratios for both inverterless and inverter operation.
The electrical power versus speed curves initially linearly
increase (representing constant input torque) up to an output
power of about 0.7 pu, and then asymptote toward 1 pu for
higher speeds. The shape of all the curves are identical and
hence each curve can be defined by only its initial slope. This
initial slope is the maximum input torque capability of the
alternator at rated current, and is linearly proportional to the
back-EMF ratio (that is, the magnet flux).
For a surface PM alternator of a given back-EMF ratio, it can
be shown that the maximum input torque under inverter opera-
tion is twice that achievable under inverterless operation. This is
because of the greater control flexibility available with inverter
operation. Thus the output curve for inverterless operation at a
back-EMF ratio of 16 corresponds to the curve for inverter op-
eration with a back-EMF ratio of 8.
The high power alternator requirement is 4 kW at 600 r/min
linearly increasing to 6 kW at 6000 r/min. Normalizing this
gives a requirement of 2/3 pu output power at 0.1 pu speed in-
creasing to 1 pu output power at 1 pu speed. To achieve this,
from Fig. 6 it can be shown that an inverter-driven surface PM
machine requires a high back-EMF ratio of 6.67 while the in-
verterless configuration requires a back-EMF ratio of 13.33.
D. Optimal Interior PM Machines
With the high-power alternator requirement in mind, it is con-
venient to define the CPSR of an interior PM alternator as the
speed range over which the output power is greater than 2/3 pu.
Thus, the high-power alternator requirement is a CPSR of 10.
As 2/3 pu output power corresponds to operation in the constant
input torque region (i.e., less than about 0.7 pu output power),
then the CPSR can be found from the maximum input torque.
For inverter operation, the maximum input torque corresponds
to operation at the maximum torque per ampere point [13]. For
inverterless operation, the maximum input torque can be found
Fig. 7. CPSR contour plots for optimal interior PM machines as a function of
back-EMF ratio and saliency ratio, for inverter and inverterless operation. The
high-power alternator requirement of a CPSR of 10 is highlighted. The location
of the concept demonstrator design is shown.
by differentiating the relation given in [12] relating the input
torque to the value of load resistance.
Fig. 7 shows contour plots of the CPSR for optimal inte-
rior PM machines as a function of the back-EMF ratio and the
saliency ratio for both inverter and inverterless operation. The
axis corresponds to a saliency ratio of unity (surface PM al-
ternators) which was considered in Fig. 6. Note that for surface
PM machines, the CPSR for inverter operation is twice that for
inverterless operation.
For a given back-EMF ratio, increasing the saliency ratio sig-
nificantly improves the CPSR; however, the improvement is
much greater for inverter than for inverterless operation.
Note that to achieve a CPSR of 10 with an inverter-driven
machine, the normal design requirement to keep the back
EMF at maximum speed at less than the rated voltage [9] (i.e.,
back-EMF ratio ) would require a very high saliency
ratio of about 13.
The location of the concept demonstrator design is shown as
a square in Fig. 7 using the measured back-EMF ratio of 7.8,
and calculated saturated saliency ratios of 2.7 for inverter op-
eration and 4.6 for inverterless operation (from the measured
flux-linkage curves in Fig. 9). Experimental results for this ma-
chine are presented in the next section.
III. CONCEPT DEMONSTRATOR MACHINE
Earlier, the authors constructed a multiple-barrier interior PM
rotor (see Fig. 8) for a commercial four-pole 2.2-kW 415-V
50-Hz induction machine stator. The rotor was initially tested
with ferrite magnets and the results reported in [12] and [15].
These have now been replaced with rare-earth (NdFeB) mag-
nets to increase the magnet flux. Though this machine was not
specifically designed for this purpose, it provides a useful con-
cept demonstrator for a belt-driven (3 : 1 ratio) high-power auto-
motive alternator. Note that though the voltage rating of this ma-
chine is much larger than the alternator requirement, rewinding
it for a lower voltage (and, hence, higher current) will not change
its output power or efficiency characteristics.
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Fig. 8. Rotor lamination cross section with ferrite magnets (left) and measured
line back-EMF waveform at 1500 r/min with NdFeB magnets (right). The line
voltage is 271 Vrms.
Fig. 9. Measured d-axis and q-axis inductance saturation curves for the
machine without magnets, with ferrite magnets, and with NdFeB magnets.
A. Parameter Measurement
The measured inductance saturation parameters of the ma-
chine are shown in Fig. 9 for the machine without magnets (re-
luctance), with ferrite magnets and then with NdFeB magnets.
The induction machine stator was rated at 4.8 A and the induc-
tances have been measured at currents up to twice this value.
This causes heavy saturation in the -axis of the machine. The
addition of magnet flux in the -axis produces a cross-saturation
effect which reduces the -axis inductance. This is relatively
small with ferrite magnets but significant with NdFeB magnets.
The -axis curves are strongly affected by saturation of rotor
bridges (see Fig. 8) when no magnets are present. In the PM
machines, the magnet flux saturates the rotor bridges and so
produces a relatively constant -axis inductance.
Fig. 8 also shows the measured back-EMF waveform of the
machine with NdFeB magnets. Assuming a maximum speed of
18 kr/min with a 3 : 1 belt ratio, this gives a very high back-EMF
ratio of nearly 8 (see Table I).
Table I also shows the measured high-speed short-circuit cur-
rent of the PM machines, the maximum saliency ratio (calculated
astheunsaturatedvalueof dividedbythesaturatedvalueof ),
and the idealmaximuminverterlessoutputpowercalculated from
the rated voltage (415 V) and the short-circuit current.
B. Mechanical Strength
A key limitation of the concept demonstrator machine is the
mechanical strength of the rotor. The high power alternator
specification, assuming a 3 : 1 belt ratio, requires a rated
alternator maximum speed of 18 kr/min and an overspeed
capability of 30 kr/min [1].
The failure speed of the concept demonstrator has been
roughly estimated to be in the order of 12–15 kr/min. This
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF ROTORS IN 415 V 2.2 kW INDUCTION MOTOR STATOR
Fig. 10. Block diagram of experimental setup, photograph of the gearbox
and concept demonstrator machine, and the circuit for the 3-ph variable
resistive/capacitive load.
could be improved by optimising the location, number and
thickness of the rotor ribs [16] and by carefully selecting
the heat treatment of the laminations to trade off magnetic
properties for improved mechanical strength [17]. Increasing
the thickness or number of the rotor ribs will increase the
magnet leakage flux and will require more permanent magnet
material in the rotor to achieve the same back EMF. Note that
the rotor cross section in Fig. 8 shows there is significant room
in the rotor to add more PM material.
C. Dynamometer Arrangement
The interior PM concept demonstrator was driven by two
5-kW 1500-r/min dc machines through a belt drive with ad-
justable gear ratios of 1 : 1, 1 : 2, and 1 : 4 which gave a max-
imum speed of 6000 r/min (see Fig. 10). A 220-V/50-A variable
dc power supply was used to drive the dc machines. The reac-
tion torque on the alternator stator was measured using a load
cell.
The three different load configurations shown in Fig. 3
were produced using combinations of a 3-ph rectifier, three
240-V/20-A single-phase variable resistance banks and a 3-ph
440-V/120- F variable capacitance bank. The capacitance
bank could be connected in star (to give a range of 0–120 F,
0.5- F steps) or delta (to give a range of 0–360 F, 1.5- F
steps). Higher capacitance values were achieved by adding
external fixed capacitor banks.
Fig. 11 shows the calculated resistance/capacitance values
used to simulate inverter operation, in order to obtain the results
shown in Fig. 14.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section the performance of the interior PM concept
demonstrator under both inverter and inverterless operation is
examined. As neither an inverter nor a switched-mode rectifier
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Fig. 11. Calculated 3-ph parallel resistance and capacitance per phase used
to produce the “inverter” maximum output power characteristics in Fig. 14. For
example, at 2 kr/min, a resistance of 8.6
 and capacitance of 29F are required.
Fig. 12. Concept demonstrator torque versus current characteristic. Calculated
characteristic based on the measured machine parameters (solid line) and
measured generating torque with 3-ph RC load (diamonds).
was available during the testing, inverter operation was simu-
lated with a 3-ph parallel resistive/capacitive load and inverter-
less operation was simulated with a 3-ph resistive load.
A. Inverter-Driven Starting Torque Performance
The engine starting torque requirement is 150 N m. With
a 3 : 1 belt drive this would be equivalent to 50 N m at the
starter/alternator.
Fig. 12 shows the torque versus current characteristic with a
3-ph resistive/capacitive load simulating an inverter. The gener-
ating torque measurements show a close correspondence to the
calculations. The measurements are slightly higher due to iron
and windage/friction losses which were not modeled in the cal-
culations. Note that apart from these losses, the motoring and
generating torque versus current characteristics should be iden-
tical. The results indicate that the required 50-N m starting torque
should be achievable with an inverter current of about 12 A.
B. Generating Output With 3-ph Resistive and
Resistive/Capacitive Loads
The concept demonstrator alternator was tested using a 3-ph
resistive load to simulate inverterless operation and a 3-ph resis-
tive/capacitive load to simulate inverter operation at alternator
speeds of up to 6000 r/min (corresponding to an engine speed
of 2000 r/min). The rated current under inverter operation was
chosen to be equal to the alternator short-circuit current (9.3 A).
Tests were performed at rated line voltage (415 V) to verify
the low-speed output power capability (see Fig. 13). However,
the 6000 r/min dynamometer speed restriction meant that the
expected 10 : 1 CPSR could not be demonstrated. Thus, further
Fig. 13. Torque and power versus alternator speed curves at rated voltage
showing the measurements under “inverter” (circles) and “inverterless”
(triangles) operation, the calculated curves (lines), and the alternator
specification.
tests at one-third rated line voltage were necessary to verify the
CPSR (see Fig. 14).
The calculated results shown in Figs. 13 and 14 used the mea-
sured interior PM machine parameters and included the effect
of stator resistance and magnetic saturation but not iron or fric-
tion/windage losses.
The measured output power under both inverter and inverter-
less operation shows an excellent correspondence with the cal-
culations. The measured input torque is slightly higher than pre-
dicted due to iron and friction/windage losses which were not
modeled.
Fig. 13 shows that the concept demonstrator easily meets the
idle power requirement associated with the 10 : 1 CPSR specifi-
cation under inverter operation, and nearly meets it under invert-
erless operation. These results correspond well with the loca-
tion of its design parameters on the CPSR contour plots shown
in Fig. 7. Note that at low speeds, the output power under in-
verter operation is about twice that under inverterless operation
but that they asymptote to the same value at high speeds.
In Fig. 14 the machine was tested at one-third rated voltage in
order to demonstrate its CPSR. A one-third scaled specification
is shown for reference. Even with the loss of performance at the
lower voltage due to the more pronounced effect of stator resis-
tance, the machine demonstrates an outstanding CPSR which
exceeds the 10 : 1 specification under inverter operation and is
close to meeting it under inverterless operation. The drop in the
inverterless input torque (and hence output power) at very low
speeds is due to stator resistance.
C. Losses and Efficiency
Fig. 15 shows the measured losses as a function of speed for
the inverterless (resistive load) operation corresponding to the
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Fig. 14. Torque and power versus alternator speed curves at one-third of rated
voltage showing the measurements under “inverter” (circles) and “inverterless”
(triangles) operation, the calculated curves (lines), and the “scaled” alternator
specification.
Fig. 15. Measured losses under “inverterless” operation for the concept
demonstrator. The total losses are shown at rated voltage. The iron and
friction/windage losses are shown at both rated and one-third rated voltage.
output power versus speed curves in Figs. 13 and 14. It shows
both the total losses and the losses after stator copper losses are
removed leaving the friction/windage and iron losses.
The iron and friction/windage losses show an approximately
square law relationship with speed. At 6 kr/min they are roughly
equal to the stator copper losses. This result is a major concern
for a machine which is required to operate up to 18 kr/min. As
the outside of the rotor is smooth, the windage losses should be
relatively low. It is, therefore, assumed that the majority of these
losses are iron losses.
The high iron losses are likely to be due to the high flux densi-
ties in the machine associated with the high back-EMF voltage.
Though the stator currents reduce the fundamental component
of the air-gap magnetic field in the machine at high speeds, sig-
nificant harmonic components may still be present which could
cause large losses. This is consistent with Fig. 15 which shows
the losses are not significantly affected by the output voltage.
Fig. 16. Measured efficiency at rated voltage of the concept demonstrator
corresponding to the power output curves shown in Fig. 13.
The losses could be reduced by means such as : lowering
the required back-EMF voltage by optimizing the machine to
improve its saliency ratio (see Fig. 7); redesigning the machine
to reduce the harmonic flux components; and using thinner and
lower loss lamination material [17].
Note that the measured electrical output power in the one-
third rated voltage test (Fig. 14) is close to the calculated values
despite nearly 1 kW of unmodeled iron and friction/windage
losses. It thus appears that these losses increase the required me-
chanical input power but do not significantly affect the electrical
output power.
Fig. 16 shows the measured efficiency of the alternator at the
full-load, rated voltage conditions shown in Fig. 13 for both in-
verter and inverterless operation. The efficiency at a given speed
under the two modes of operation is surprisingly similar despite
the considerable difference in output power between them, par-
ticularly at lower speeds. At higher speeds the efficiency was
expected to remain constant. The measured fall in efficiency is
due to the high iron losses shown in Fig. 15.
D. Generating With Diode Rectifier/Voltage Source
The alternator was also tested while operating through a diode
rectifier into a dc voltage source [see Fig. 1(a)]. The waveforms
in Fig. 17 show operation at both low and high speeds. It is inter-
esting to observe that they resemble the waveforms in brushless
PM motors when driven from a six-step inverter. The waveforms
correspond well to those observed earlier by Adnanes [10].
E. Generating With Diode Rectifier/Resistive Load
The “inverterless” operation output power tests in Figs. 13
and 14 used a 3-ph resistive load to simulate the switched-mode
rectifier. To give greater confidence in the results, the alter-
nator output power characteristics when operating through a
diode rectifier into a resistive load [see Fig. 3(a)] was measured.
Fig. 18 shows both the machine ac output and the rectifier dc
output characteristics. Note that the equivalent ac output voltage
for a given dc output voltage was calculated from the funda-
mental component of the ideal six-step voltage waveform shown
in Fig. 17.
The results confirm that the machine is capable of delivering
the required 6 kW dc output power. The ac characteristics
closely follow the calculated curves while the dc characteristics
show some significant deviations at low currents where the
current waveform is discontinuous. The dc output voltage rises
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Fig. 17. Measured generating waveforms with the alternator operating
through a diode rectifier into a 110-V dc voltage source at low and high speeds.
Alternator phase current (upper) and line voltage (lower).
Fig. 18. Concept demonstrator performance when driving a resistive load
through a rectifier. Top graph shows the machine ac output power versus ac line
voltage and lower graph shows the rectifier dc output power versus dc output
voltage. Measured (circles) and calculated (solid lines).
unexpectedly on open circuit, possibly due to the harmonics in
the open-circuit voltage (see Fig. 8).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a low-cost means of implementing
a 6-kW interior PM automotive alternator with a wide CPSR
using a switched-mode rectifier instead of an inverter. This
was referred to as inverterless operation. The optimum design
and analysis of interior PM machines for inverterless operation
was discussed and preliminary results for a concept demon-
strator machine using a 3-ph resistive load to simulate the
switched-mode rectifier were presented. The key results of this
paper are as follows.
• A high-back-EMF, high-reactance PM alternator can ef-
ficiently deliver constant power with a constant output
voltage over a wide speed range.
• The optimum design for wide CPSR operation for invert-
erless (and inverter-driven) PM alternators is to choose the
magnet flux and -axis inductance such that the short-cir-
cuit current is equal to the rated output current.
• For optimal interior PM alternator designs, the CPSR is
determined by two parameters: the back-EMF ratio (the
ratio of the back-EMF voltage at maximum speed to the
rated output voltage), and the saliency ratio.
• Inverterless operation gives lower output power at low
speeds than inverter operation (and, hence, poorer CPSR)
but similar high-speed output power.
• For a given CPSR with an optimal interior PM machine,
increasing the saliency ratio reduces the required value of
the back-EMF ratio; however, the effect is much larger for
inverter operation than for inverterless operation.
• An extensive series of tests on an interior PM concept
demonstrator machine has validated the theoretical results
and it was demonstrated, using a 3-ph resistive load to sim-
ulate inverterless operation, that this machine can deliver
over 6 kW and that it has an extremely wide CPSR.
In summary, it has been shown that a high-back-EMF, high-
reactance interior PM alternator with a switched-mode rectifier
has potential as a low-cost alternative to an inverter drive for
applications such as high-power automotive alternators.
Areas for further work include: demonstrating steady-state
and dynamic operation using a switched-mode rectifier, re-
designing the machine to reduce the very high iron losses and
to improve the rotor mechanical speed capability, adding an
auxiliary switch to prevent overvoltages under fault conditions,
and finally demonstrating operation on a car engine.
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